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Obstacles moving faster than critical velocity through a Bose–Einstein condensate periodically nucleate vortices[1]. Recent numerical simulations[2]

have shown regimes where vortices are nucleated in alternating pairs of like–circulation, similar to the von Kármán vortex street in classical viscous
fluids. We investigate wakes induced by obstacles moving through two–dimensional Bose–Einstein condensates, and compare them to wakes
observed in classical fluids. We also study how the shape of the obstacle, specifically the ellipticity, affects the nucleation of vortices and their
subsequent behaviour.

1. Wakes in Classical Fluids

Figure 1: Wakes induced behind cylinders in viscous flows at (a) R = 9.6. (b) R = 26. (c) R = 41. (d) R = 105 [3].
In each picture, the flow is from right to left.

The nature of a viscous flow past an obstacle is determined by the Reynolds
number R = vd/ν, where v is the velocity, d the obstacle’s size and ν is kinematic
viscosity. Figure 1 shows how R affects the wake.
•When R . 50: a steady symmetric wake forms behind a cylinder (Figure 1a,

1b, 1c).
•When 102 . R . 105: the wake becomes time dependent and asymmetric,

forming the famous von Kármán vortex street structure (Figure 1d).
•At even higher R: the flow becomes turbulent.
In superfluids there is no viscosity so R cannot be defined. There have been
inconclusive numerical attempts[4] to find whether a large number of quantum
vortices can organise into a classical–like wake. In this work we present evi-
dence of such a wake.

2. Gross–Pitaevskii Equation
The condensate is modelled using the dimensionless 2D Gross–Pitaevskii Equa-
tion (GPE) in the frame moving with the obstacle at velocity v ,
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The external potential, V = V0 exp
{
− (εx/r)2 − (y/r)2

}
, plays the role of the ob-

stacle (physically, it represents an imposed Gaussian laser beam with amplitude
V0 and width r ). Space and time are scaled in terms of ξ = ~/√mµ and τ = ~/µ
where m is the mass of the BEC particles and µ is the chemical potential. The
sound speed and density at infinity, c and |ψ|2 respectively, are then equal to 1.
The ellipticity of the obstacle can be modified by varying ε.

3. Vortex Trajectories
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(a) t = 0 to t = 1500
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(b) t = 1500 to t = 3000

Figure 2: Vortex trajectories in the frame moving with the obstacle at velocity v = 0.44 with no noise in the system.
Here ε = 3 and r = 1.6. Positive vortices are shown with red trajectories and negative vortices are shown with blue
trajectories. Symmetry breaks around t ≈ 1500.

Figure 2a shows a symmetric wake formed by vortex motion. Initially, pairs of
vortices of opposite circulation are nucleated travelling in the same direction as
the obstacle but at a lower velocity. Each pair is swept downstream. The vortices
of a pair then move close to each other and speed up until they begin to catch
up to the obstacle. The vortex pair then slows down once again behind the
obstacle and falls back downstream. This cyclic motion forms a symmetric wake
very similar to symmetric wakes seen in classical fluid flows, such as that in
Figure 1c. Figure 2b shows vortex trajectories at later time. Symmetry breaks
and the wake becomes time dependent.

4. Transition to Asymmetry
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Figure 3: Vortex locations at various
times. Red circles show positive vor-
tex locations and blue circles show
negative vortex locations. Here v =
0.48, r = 5 and ε = 2. The snapshots
are at t = 600, t = 800, t = 1000 and
t = 1100.

After a certain amount of time, dependent on
the size and shape of the obstacle, the sym-
metry of the wake breaks and vortices no
longer group in two distinct clusters of oppo-
site sign. The trajectories of vortices mix to-
gether behind the obstacle. This can be seen
in Figure 2b. Figure 3 shows the transition
to an asymmetric wake. We see that the two
distinct clusters cut across one another form-
ing multiple clusters of like–circulation. This
new configuration affects the velocity field in
the vicinity of the obstacle. Several like–
circulation vortices are nucleated and begin
to form a cluster. After a cluster has formed,
eventually the obstacle begins nucleating vor-
tices of the opposite circulation. The end re-
sult is that clusters of alternating circulation
are formed, trailing behind the object. Al-
though vortex motion is chaotic, it has been
shown that small clusters of 2 vortices can
form and survive for a very long time.[2] This
wake is reminiscent of the von Kármán vortex
street as seen in Figure 1d.

5. Effect of Obstacle Shape on Wakes
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Figure 4: Vortex locations for various configurations of ε, v and r at t = 2000. (a)v = 0.32, ε = 1, r = 5. (b)v = 0.40,
ε = 1, r = 5. (c)v = 0.48, ε = 1, r = 5. (d)v = 0.32, ε = 2, r = 5. (e)v = 0.40, ε = 2, r = 5. (f)v = 0.48, ε = 2, r = 5.
(g)v = 0.32, ε = 2, r = 10. (h)v = 0.40, ε = 2, r = 10. (i)v = 0.48, ε = 2, r = 10.

Various factors determine the wake generated by an obstacle. Figure 4 shows
that not only the obstacle’s velocity affects the size of the clusters, but also the
object radius r and aspect ratio ε. The variation in cluster size depends on the
local flow velocity in the vicinity of the obstacle.
• Increasing the aspect ratio of the obstacle will increase the local velocity.
•When r . 10, increasing r will reduce the critical velocity.
•The shedding frequency of vortices depends highly on the fluid velocity[5].
•The combination of a reduced critical velocity and increased local velocity has

the effect of increasing the shedding frequency as r or ε increases. More
vortices are then nucleated in a given time period, causing the cluster size to
increase.

6. Conclusions
•Classical–like wakes behind a cylinder can be formed in Bose–Einstein con-

densates by the collective motion of quantised vortices, as speculated by pre-
vious authors[4].

• Initially, the wakes formed are very similar to symmetric wakes seen in classical
viscous flows.

•The wakes are unstable and eventually form clusters of alternating circulation
similar to the von Kármán vortex street.

•The size of the clusters in the vortex street depends not only on the velocity,
but also on the shape and size of the obstacle used.
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